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The Jaguar XJ X is a full-size luxury saloon manufactured and marketed by Jaguar Cars for
years â€” across two generations and featuring Jaguar's AJ-V8 and Jaguar's independent rear
suspension. The X kept much of the same exterior styling as its predecessor , carrying its
rounded four-headlamp bonnet, low roofline, sloping tail, and wrap-around rear light clusters.
From the front, the two generations can be differentiated by the shape of the indicator lenses
rectangular on the X, oval on the X , and also by the shape of the fog lamps and lower valance
air intake both of which are more rounded on the X The grill surround and badging was slightly
changed. The headlight fixtures also included forward parking lights housed with the brights,
new to X The biggest change to the interior on the X was to the dashboard, which had remained
essentially the same since the original XJ40 with only detail changes over the years. The
rectangular instrument binnacle gave way to three deeply recessed dials similar in style to the
recently introduced Jaguar XK8. The new fascia also allowed for the restoration of a proper
glove compartment, which had been lost when the original XJ40 dash had been retrofitted with
a passenger side airbag. Door trim and the design of the center console were also slightly
revised. It was available in either 3. The 4. No manual gearbox or limited slip differential option
were available for any models. Instead of the Daimler marque being used in certain markets, the
equivalent "Vanden Plas" models were sold under the Jaguar name. The base XJ8 came
standard with more equipment than had been fitted to entry-level XJs in the past, including
leather upholstery, alloy wheels, and air conditioning. The door mirrors and door handles are
body-coloured. Interior wood trim is walnut. Rear badging reads "XJ8". For the home market in
September , Jaguar began badging the XJ8 model as "XJ Executive", and fitted as standard
rain-sensing wipers, a CD player, cruise control, and rear parking sensors. The Sport model was
equipped only with the 3. The windscreen and rear window surrounds were painted matt black,
as were the rain gutters and window frames for European markets the US retains chrome
surrounds. The radiator grille has metallic grey vertical slats. Rather than a chrome radiator
grille surround, the Sport uses a body-coloured surround. Rear badging reads "XJ Sport". The
Sovereign represented the highest luxury specification for Jaguar models, sitting next to the
XJR, which provides the ultimate performance. The Leather is also of a higher quality and often
features contrasting piping, with seats being of the traditional fluted style. The suspension
setup was biased towards touring and the wheels were normally 16" or 17" to provide high
profile tyres for additional ride quality. Computer Active Technology System adaptive
suspension was also offered as a rare option. The cars are simply badged as "Sovereign" with
no mention "XJ". Jaguar also released a long wheelbase version of the Sovereign in The
difference being that the car is around 4 inches longer, with the rear doors being noticeably
longer than the front; there is also correspondingly taller rear roof profile to provide additional
headroom. The XJR is powered by the supercharged version of the 4. It is also equipped with
sport suspension, wider wheels and tyres, and matte-black exterior window trim except in the
US market, where the XJR was given chrome window frames and rain gutters. Like the Sport
model, the XJR has a body-coloured radiator grille surround, but with a stainless-steel mesh
insert rather than the normal vanes. Other exterior touches include the "XJR" rear badging and
larger exhaust outlets. Available on late XJR models was an "R1" performance option. This
included 18" BBS wheels, larger Brembo brakes with cross-drilled rotors, and re-tuned
suspension. In , to commemorate the th anniversary of Sir William Lyons ' birth, Jaguar
produced five hundred examples of a special-edition model named the "XJR ". Only available in
the Anthracite exterior color with charcoal leather upholstery, the interior is trimmed with
contrasting red stitching and birdseye maple. It is fitted with a leather-covered sports steering
wheel and MOMO shift knob. Produced only in , the SE Special Equipment model was fitted with
more equipment than the original base model, and was offered at a competitive price. The rear
badging read "SE", and the cars were fitted with reverse parking sensors as standard. The
top-of-the-range Daimler marque sold as the Vanden Plas model in certain markets like the
United States features softer suspension and all available luxury features. They are cosmetically
differentiated by the traditional Daimler fluted radiator grille surround and fluted boot-lid plinth.
This model was named the Daimler Super V8. In the US market, this combination was available
only as a special order though with these cars identifiable by their "Vanden Plas Supercharged"
rear badging. For US model years and , the equivalent Super V8 model was then offered. Motor
Trend described the X as, "a masterful blend of British luxury and American muscle,"
continuing, "this car makes you feel elegant and gets sweeter by the mile," calling it a
"musclecar in a tuxedo. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about the
generation of Jaguar XJ built from to Motor vehicle. Retrieved 22 September Jaguar: All the
Cars. Haynes Publishing. Jaguar classic parts. Retrieved 3 February Retrieved 4 February The
truth about cars. Jaguar World Monthly. Retrieved 5 February Motor Trend. Retrieved 15
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SUV. F-Pace X Racing car. Concept Car. Double Six. It was produced across five basic platform
generations debuting in , , , and with various updated derivatives of each. From it was Jaguar's
flagship four door model. The original model was the last Jaguar saloon to have had the input of
Sir William Lyons , the company's founder, and the model has been featured in countless media
and high-profile appearances. The first-generation of the XJ was produced for a total period of
24 years, with two major facelifts in and The XJ6, using the 2. Apart from the engines, the front
and rear suspensions carried over from previous models as well: the widest version of Jaguar's
IRS unit from the Mark X , and the subframe-mounted independent front suspension first seen
in the Mark 1 , with new anti-dive geometry. An upmarket version was marketed under the
Daimler brand as the Daimler Sovereign , continuing the name from the Daimler version of the
Jaguar The car was introduced in September Power-assisted steering and leather upholstery
were standard on the 2. Air conditioning was offered as an optional extra on the 4. In these
advertisements, he referred to the car as "the finest Jaguar ever". In March it was announced
that the Borg-Warner Model 8 automatic transmission, which the XJ6 had featured since , would
be replaced on the 4. Around this time other, minor changes were made as well, such as moving
the rear reflectors from beside to below the rear lights; on the interior the chrome gauge bezels
were replaced with black ones, to cut down on distracting reflections. In , the option of a
long-wheelbase version, providing a 4-inch increase in leg room for passengers on the rear
seats, became available. A high performance version called the XJ12 was announced in July ,
featuring a simplified grille treatment, and powered by a Jaguar's 5. A badge-engineered
version, the Daimler Double-Six, was introduced in , [6] reviving the Daimler model name of â€”
The XJ line received a facelift in Autumn for the model year, thereafter known as the "Series II";
retrospectively the earlier cars were referred to as the "Series I". The 4. Series II cars are
visually differentiated from their predecessors by raised front bumpers to meet US crash safety
regulations, which necessitated a smaller grille, complemented by a discreet additional inlet
directly below the bumper. In April the North American models got a slightly revised set of front
bumpers which had rubber over-riders covering the full length of the bumper with embedded
turn signals at each end, and the Zenith-Stromberg carburettors of the Vpowered cars were
replaced by Bosch-Lucas electronic fuel injection. In the carburetors were similarly replaced
with EFI in the 4. In May it was announced that the automatic transmission used behind the
cylinder engine would be changed to General Motors ' three-speed Turbo-Hydramatic
transmission, in place of the British-built Borg-Warner used hitherto. In the last year of
production in New Zealand , a special 'SuperJag' XJ6-SLE model was produced which featured
half leather, half dralon wide pleat seats, vinyl roof, chrome steel wheels and air conditioning as
standard. A total of 91, Series II models were produced, of which 14, were fitted with the V12
engine. Engines [10]. Production count [10]. Short-Long wheelbase [11]. The car was originally
shown at the London Motor Show in October , [13] but it subsequently became clear that it was
not ready for production [ citation needed ] , and the economic troubles unfolding in the
western world at that time seemed to have reduced any sense of urgency about producing and
selling the cars: [ citation needed ] it was reported [ where? A few XJ-C cars were modified by
Lynx Cars and Avon into a convertible body style with a retractable canvas top, but this was not
a factory product. Lynx conversions 16 in total did benefit from powered tops. Both six and
twelve-cylinder models were offered, 6, of the former and 1, of the latter were made. Even with
the delay, these cars suffered from water leaks and wind noise [ citation needed ]. The delayed
introduction, the labour-intensive work required by the modified saloon body, the higher price
than the four-door car, and the early demise promulgated by the new XJ-S , all ensured a small
production run. A small number of Daimler versions of the XJ-C were made. Production Count
[15]. The car was significantly facelifted again in April , known as the "Series III", incorporating a
subtle exterior redesign by Pininfarina. Changes from the Series II included thicker and more
incorporated rubber bumpers with decorative chrome only on the top edge, flush door handles,
one-piece front door glass without a separate quarter light , a grille with only vertical vanes,
reverse lights moved from the boot plinth to the larger rear light clusters, and a revised roofline
with narrower door frames and increased glass area. The option of a sunroof and cruise control
were also offered for the first time. The 5. The larger six-cylinder and V12 models incorporated

Bosch fuel injection made under licence by Lucas while the smaller six-cylinder remained
carburetted. The smaller six-cylinder engine was never offered in the US, and the V12 was no
longer offered there after In the cylinder heads of the V12 engine were replaced by the new
"Fireball" high-compression design by Swiss racing driver Michael May , and were badged from
this time onwards to as "HE" High Efficiency models. In late the Daimler Sovereign and Double
Six models received a minor interior upgrade for the model year with features similar to Vanden
Plas models. In late the interior of all Series III models underwent a minor update for the model
year. A trip computer appeared for the first time and was fitted as standard on V12 models. A
new and much sought-after alloy wheel featuring numerous distinctive circular holes was also
introduced, commonly known as the "pepperpot" wheel. Pirelli tyres were also fitted as
standard equipment. For the model year the Sovereign name was transferred from the Daimler
marque to a new top-specification Jaguar model, the "Jaguar Sovereign". The Vanden Plas
name was also dropped at the time in the UK market, due to Jaguar being split from British
Leyland and privatised; the name was used on top-of-the-range Rover -branded cars. Daimler
models became the Daimler 4. The last cars built were numbered and sold in Canada as part of
a special series commemorating the end of production. These cars featured the option of
having a brass plaque located in the cabin. It was the original purchaser's option to have this
plaque, which also gave a number to the car such as No. This brass plaque initiative did not
come from Jaguar in Coventry: it was a local effort by Jaguar Canada staff and the brass
plaques were engraved locally. In total between and there were around , XJ6 and XJ12 cars
produced. The second generation of the XJ was produced for a total of 17 years with the arrival
of the XJ40 in with its X and X derivatives being introduced later. Collectively these are all
considered to be part of the XJ40 family [ citation needed ] although Jaguar only applies the
internal codename to the through models. The intended replacement for the Series XJ models
was code-named XJ40, and development on the all-new car began in the early s with small scale
models being built as early as The project suffered a number of delays due to problems at
parent company British Leyland and events such as the oil crisis. With the XJ40, Jaguar began
to place more emphasis on build quality as well as simplification of the XJ's build process. The
new platform came with significantly different styling, which was more squared-off and angular
than the outgoing Series III. Individual round headlamps were replaced with rectangular units on
the higher-specification cars, and all models came with only a single, wide-sweeping windshield
wiper. The interior received several modernisations such as the switch to a digital instrument
cluster although this was eventually discontinued for the model year in favour of analogue
instruments. The new unit featured a four-valve, twin overhead cam design. The front of the car
was redesigned significantly to return to four individual round headlamps that provided
definition to the sculptured bonnet. Mechanically, it was similar to the XJ40 that it replaced.
Six-cylinder X models are powered by the AJ16 inline-six engine, which is a further
enhancement of the AJ6 engine that uses an electronic distributorless ignition system. The V12
remained available until the end of the X production in although it ended one year earlier in the
United States market due to problems meeting OBD-II -related emissions requirements. Jaguar
first introduced the supercharged XJR model in the X's production run; the first supercharged
road car manufactured by the company. Design of the X was directly affected by the Ford Motor
Company 's ownership of Jaguar between and However, the X's traction control system was
obtained from the Ford Mondeo and it also featured a Nippondenso air conditioner purchased
through Ford channels. With the introduction of the X generation in came a switch from the XJ6
and XJ12 nomenclature to XJ8, reflecting the fact that the X cars were powered by a new V8
engine. The exterior styling of the X is similar to the X with minor refinements. The biggest
change in the appearance was the switch to a stylistically rounded design for all of the exterior
lights, indicators and interior trim and fittings, including information displays and switches. The
interior was also updated to eliminate the rectangular instrument binnacle which had gone
largely unchanged since the original XJ40; instead, three large gauges were set into recesses in
the walnut-faced dashboard in front of the driver similar in design to the recently launched
Jaguar XK X The major mechanical change was the replacement of both the inline-six and V12
engines with new eight-cylinder AJ-V8 in either a displacement of 3. No manual transmission
was available, and all X models were supplied with a five-speed automatic gearbox. In , Jaguar
introduced the re-engineered and newly designed third generation of the XJ, continuing with the
XJ8 model designation. Designated internally as the X, it has an all-aluminium body and
chassis, a new V8 engine, as well as greater interior and luggage spaces. It was the first Jaguar
XJ to be completely designed under Ford ownership and utilises electronics and
computer-controlled systems sourced through existing partner suppliers or directly produced
by Ford. The V8 engine was offered in larger 3. A new six-speed automatic gearbox was fitted
which was lighter and offered better economy with lock-up on all gears and a larger spread of

ratios. Air suspension was fitted at the front and rear, providing adaptive damping as well as
rear self leveling â€” with computer-controlled ride height and suspension mode. Dynamic
stability control as well as traction control were standard. Radar based adaptive cruise control
was offered. Two-zone climate control was also standard, with four-zone available on
long-wheelbase models. An optional touch screen interface controlled default settings, satellite
navigation, the Alpine audio system, and bluetooth telephone. A facelifted version of the X was
launched at the end of February with a revised lower grille, prominent faux side air vents, small
bootlid spoiler and revised seating. In keeping with Ian Callum's new design direction for
Jaguar, the XJ has an all-new exterior design and a break from the XJ Series mould carried over
on all previous generations. It is a longer, wider car that is much bigger than its predecessor.
The front has clear links with the XF executive car, although with slimmer, sleeker lights and a
larger, squarer grille add a more aggressive appearance. The rear is the contentious part, an
unusual design element for a Jaguar automobile. The upright, swooping taillights, nicknamed
"cat's claws", and black roof panels at each side of the rear screen, which aim to hide the XJ's
width, are the most striking aspects. There is also a standard full-length sunroof, that extends
all the way back with just a single body-coloured roof panel that the designer refers as bridges
on yachts. The dashboard can be configured to display various virtual dials in addition to the
obligatory speedometer. The console display presents different views to the driver and
passenger, including control of a sophisticated video and audio system. Like several of its
predecessors, the X is available in both standard and long-wheelbase form, as well as many
special editions. Engines are modern units already seen in other JLR products: the 5. For , a 3.
The X received a minor facelift in , primarily upgrading the suspension and rear seat facilities on
the long wheelbase versions, but also introducing small cosmetic changes across the range,
and making stop-start technology standard on all engines. The X received another facelift in ,
adding LED headlights, J-Blade rear taillights, and adding several new driver assistance and
safety features such as lane assist, adaptive cruise control with a new feature known as "Queue
assist", reverse traffic direction, closing vehicle sensing, a degree camera system, and
semi-automated parking features. The Prime Ministerial Car , aside from having classified
security measures, has armoured under plates and engine plates. This numbering system has
never been consistent and there appear to be many omissions and duplications. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Series of full-size luxury cars manufactured by British
automobile manufacturer Jaguar since Motor vehicle. Main article: Jaguar XJ X Petrol: 3. Ian
Callum Giles Taylor. Petrol models: 3. SWB: The Motor. October Auto, Motor und Sport in
German. Retrieved 13 April Retrieved 17 February Jaguar Cars Limited. Motor Sport. June
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The brand was born in the United Kingdom, and for years its vehicles were synonymous with
the old-world luxury of the British upper classes. More recently, Jaguar has been under the
ownership of other automakers, but Jaguar cars will always bear the unmistakable gleam of
traditional English refinement. Based in Blackpool, England, the company produced a popular
line of aluminum motorcycle sidecars. Swallow eventually switched its focus to automobile
production, changing its name to SS Cars Ltd. The first vehicle to carry the Jaguar name was
the SS Jaguar , released in Its first postwar offering was 's Mark V. The luxury sedan was joined
that year by the XK , a sports car that was the fastest production automobile of its day â€” its
name indicating its top speed. The XK proved quite popular, and helped Jaguar establish a
strong presence in the sports car market. By the s, Jaguar had begun exporting luxury vehicles
to the United States. Created just for the American market, the Mark VII Saloon was introduced
in and was a hit with stateside motorists. In , the car took the prize at the Monte Carlo Rally.
Meanwhile, the XK became the XK as performance increased. The s saw the launch of one of
Jaguar's most well-known models. The new sports car, available as either a coupe or
convertible, provided performance and refinement wrapped up in an undeniably sexy package.
The success of groups like the Beatles and the Rolling Stones and icons like Twiggy the fashion
model made British culture a hot commodity during the '60s â€” a fact that likely had positive
implications for Jaguar's popularity in the U. At one point, the XJ12 was the fastest production
sedan of its day. By this time, however, Jaguar's cars had also built up a reputation for
questionable reliability, electrical problems being the chief source of owners' angst. Increased
competition from German automakers and adverse exchange rates didn't help matters either.
Without much capital to work with to improve matters, the company decided to pursue a
partnership with another company. This decision ultimately led to a full buyout of Jaguar by
Ford in Ford's influence and financial support was evident with the launch of Jaguar's XK8 and
supercharged XKR sports cars. Powering bot
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h was Jaguar's new AJ-V8, a compact yet powerful engine that was also used in certain Land
Rover vehicles. A few years later, Jaguar made an effort to broaden its product line with the
introduction of a lower-priced, entry-luxury compact sedan known as the X-Type. Unfortunately,
this model sold poorly, as its modest European Ford sedan underpinnings proved to be a
liability. Around this time, Jaguar's old-school traditional styling grew stale as competitors
moved into the new millennium with cutting-edge, modern designs inside and out. Sales
plummeted, and Jaguar's financial problems caused further headaches for parent company
Ford, which was also experiencing financial turmoil. Though reliability still remains a concern,
new models like the XF and redesigned icons XK and XJ seem to indicate a bright Jaguar future,
as they feature modern designs sprinkled with a fair share of classic Britannic charm. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Home Jaguar models. Read more. Sign Up.

